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Uncompromising.
Boosted wear performance. 
Minimised cost per kilometer.
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Bandag R-DRIVE 002 | R-TRAILER 002

Tyre size*

1  According to internal Bridgestone tests, 15% more mileage for the Bandag R-DRIVE 002 and 12% for the R-TRAILER 002 compared with the wear performance of 
their predecessors, the Bandag R-DRIVE 001 and R168.

2 In both drive and trailer positions, according to internal Bridgestone tests, compared with the predecessors, Bandag R-DRIVE 001 and R168. 
3  According to internal Bridgestone tests, 4% lower rolling resistance for the Bandag R-DRIVE 002 and 16% for the R-TRAILER 002 compared 

with their predecessors, the Bandag R-DRIVE 001 and R168.

also increasing up-time, boosting safety, 
enhancing environmental performance 
and ultimately, saving money.

The Bandag R-DRIVE 002 and R-TRAILER 002 
treads are not only built to go further but 
also to consume less fuel on the way. 
The R-DRIVE 002’s advanced compound, 
for example, is matched by a unique low-
energy pattern with shoulder tie-bars and 
3D sipes that dramatically boost wear life 
while lowing fuel consumption. Special 
Y-shaped grooves, on the other hand, 
improve both wet safety and fuel economy 
for an even lower cost per kilometre.

The new shoulder design on the 
R-TRAILER 002, on the other hand, integrates 
Bridgestone’s advanced “miniwing” shape. 
This ensures an even more reliable fit 
to your casings and excellent resistance 
to cracks and tears in the shoulder 
region. Together with the tread’s unique 
built-in stone ejector system, that means 
greater resistance to damage and even 
longer tyre life. 

Offering outstanding mileage, durability 
and safety, the Bandag R-DRIVE 002 
and R-TRAILER 002 are the perfect 
treads to extend the life of Bridgestone 
DURAVIS R002 tyres. 

Total Tyre Life is built around
Bridgestone’s premium new
tyres and Bandag retreads,
the best match to extend tyre
life and reduce cost per km.

Boosted wear performance  
Get even more out of your tyres with up to 
15% more mileage vs predecessor. 1

Minimised cost 
per kilometre  
Profit from a 10% reduction in total cost per 
kilometre vs predecessor. 2 

Optimised fuel efficiency  
Lower rolling resistance, 4% less in drive 
and 16% less in trailer vs predecessor. 3 

Year-round safety 
Power through even the harshest winter 
conditions with M+S and Alpine markings. 

To make it in today’s highly competitive 
transport industry, fleet owners and operators 
need to be more efficient, more versatile and 
more resilient than ever. Today, increasing 
demands on the transportation industry 
mean fleet owners and managers need 
to maximise their productivity and minimise 
operational costs.

That is why we developed the all-new 
Bandag R-DRIVE 002 and R-TRAILER 002 
treads. Specially designed to deliver 
excellent mileage across the widest possible 
range of applications from regional and 
highway to urban use. So you can get even 
more out of your valuable casings while 

Drive I Trailer – Regional

The reliable, cost-effective and environmentally-friendly retread solution by Bridgestone.
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* Contact your Bandag 
dealer for other sizes.


